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Traking Quintessene Would Require Two Cosmi CoinidenesSidney Bludman�Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY,Hamburgy(Dated: Marh 22, 2004)AbstratGood traking requires that the quintessene energy fration slowly inrease while the roll � ��d lnV={d� slowly dereases, but is not yet truly slow-rolling. The supernova bound on thepresent quintessene equation of state requires either (1) a osmologial onstant or other �ne-tuned "rawling quintessene" or (2) "roll-over quintessene" that traked until reently, but nowbeame slow rolling, beause of a sharp inrease in potential urvature. Thus, �ne-tuning is requiredby onstant equation of state and inverse power potentials, but an be avoided by the SUGRA andSkordis-Albreht potentials and other good trakers, provided quintessene energy domination andslow roll both began only reently. This makes the time in whih we live speial in two respets.
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I. THE DARK ENERGY DENSITY IS NOW EXACTLY OR NEARLY STATICThe most surprising and important reent disovery in osmology is that the presentuniverse is at and dominated by unlustered dark energy, whose energy density �Q is nowsmall and onstant or nearly onstant. Indeed, the next few years should show whether thisenergy density is now truly stati (osmologial onstant) or slowly evolving with thelogarithm of the osmologial sale fator N � lna = � ln(1+ z). If dynami, we would liketo know something about the dynamial equation of state Q(N) � �d ln �Q=3dN 6= 0. Inthis setion, we review the present bounds on dark energy evolution, before reviewing theonstraints on traking quintessene, a partiularly interesting model for the smooth energyin terms of a very low mass anonial salar �eld.A. Kinematis of the Aelerating Flat FRW UniverseSupernovae Ia and osmi shear diretly explore the spae-time geometry by measuringthe luminosity distane dL(z) = (1 + z)� to individual distant supernovae, hosen to bestandard andles, and the angular-diameter distane dA(z) = �=(1 + z) to distant galaxies,from whih the omoving distane� � Z z0 dz0=H(z0) = Z t0 dt0=a(t0) (1)is inferred. This onformal oordinate distane to the horizon, �, desribes the proper timeevolution of the sale fator a.The need for unlustered dark energy derives from general relativity, whih is tested tohigh preision in the lassi solar system and binary pulsar observations. General relativityis also on�rmed out to osmologial distanes and down to ages about one minute byBBN light-element abundanes, and is onsistent with the observed spetra of primordialdensity utuations, CBR temperature anisotropies, and large-sale struture power. Wewill therefore ignore alternate gravity theories, suh as small-urvature modi�ations of GR,large extra spatial dimensions or brane osmology, and assume an homogeneous and isotropi(Friedmann-Robertson-Walker) at universe, the Friedmann expansion rate is8�G� = 3H2; where H � _a=a: (2)2



Quantum �eld theory requires that the energy density, and therefore G, be positive, so thatwe an write p8�G � { � 1=MP , where MP = 2:44e18 GeV is the redued Plank mass.The derived quantity, the osmologial uid pressure P = �d(�2a3)=da3, may be positiveor negative.In terms of geometrial quantities,{2P=2 = �(2 _H + 3H2); (3)the enthalpy is {2(� + P=2) = �2 _H = �dH2=dN = �({2=3)(d�=dN); (4)and the over-all barotropi index is � �d ln �=3dN = (�+ P=2)=� = �23(d lnH=dN): (5)Here the logarithm of the osmologial sale fator N � ln a = � ln(1 + z), so that dN =Hdt. This equation of state and its quintessene omponent depends on the Hubble timeH�1 = d�=dz, and its derivative dH�1=dz = d2�=dz2.In at FRW osmology, the spae-time urvature (Rii salar) isR � �6( _H + 2H2) = {2(3P � �); (6)while the aeleration, �a=a = �{2(�+ 3P )=6, so that�aa= _a2 = 1� d(H�1)=dt = �(1 + 3w)=2 (7)ranges from �2 to 1, when the overall equation of state w � P=� ranges from the sti�value 1 down to the ultra-soft value �1 . We now know that, until about red-shift z � 0:5,attrative gravity dominated the osmologial uid so that large sale strutures ould form.Only reently, after the expansion rate in equation (7) outpaed the growth of the Hubbleradius H�1, did P=� =< �1=3, and the expansion beome aelerated.B. Present Cosmologial ParametersSupernova observations were the �rst evidene for smooth energy and remain the diretobservation of aeleration of the present universe. This supports the possibility of aninationary early universe, whih is otherwise not diretly observable.3



Beause the barotropi index (5) and its quintessene omponent (13) depend on the �rstand seond derivatives of the omoving distane �, the quintessene evolution wQ(z) dependson �rst and seond derivatives of the observed luminosity distanes [1℄ or onH(z); dH(z)=dz.In pratie, quintessene is appreiable only for small red-shift. This means that, beforewQ(z) an be extrated from the supernova data, the inherently noisy luminosity distanedL(z) data must be parametrized. For this, and other reasons, along with a large numberof high red-shift supernovae, preise knowledge of other osmologial parameters will beneeded [2, 3, 4℄, and an still determine only one or two parameters haraterizing thepotential, suh as wQ0; (dwQ=dz)0. A worrisome feature 5) of the present supernova datais that, taken separately, the low z < 0:34 and high z > 0:34 observations imply best-�tsupernovae Ia absolute magnitudes di�ering by 0.5 magnitude and are eah ompatible withan Einstein-Lemaitre 
Q0 = 0. Indeed, the ombined data atually favors a supernova-averaged quintessene equation of statefwQ(N) � Z 0N wQ(N 0) dN 0=N < �1:While programs to measure luminosity and angular diameter distanes are underway, wealready know that we live at a time when
Q0 = 0:71 � 0:07; fwQ < �0:78 (95% CL); h � H0=100 = 0:72� 0:05; (8)that the radiation/matter equality took plae at red-shift zeq = 3454+385�392 [6, 7℄, dark energybegan dominating over matter & 6:3 Gyr ago, and the osmologial expansion has beenaelerating sine red-shift z � 0:7 [7, 8℄. This �t to fwQ derives from SNIa, 2dFGRS andLy� observations, and assumes wQ onstant and > �1. Beause the observations averageover a small range in z, in whih wQ(z) hanges relatively little, fwQ < �0:78 is also a roughupper bound to the present value wQ0.The radiation/matter bakground density,�B = (11:67a+ 0:003378)=a4 meV 4; (9)is now �B0 = 11:67 meV 4 and was �Bi = 0:003378 GeV 4 at �duial red-shift z = 1012. Thesupernova observations �t an averagefwQ(N) � Z N0 wQ(N 0) dN 0=N;4



The CBR anisotropy and mass utuation spetrum, on the other hand, depend on "earlyquintessene" [9℄, bak to the last sattering surfae z � 1100. Where needed, we will�x h2 = 1=2, so that the present ritial density and smooth energy density are �r0 =40:5 meV 4; �Q0 = 28:8 meV 4 = (2:3 meV )4.This ompletes our disussion of the geometry of an aelerated at universe. The nexttwo setions review salar �eld dynamis and the two Attrator Conditions, extending themany earlier optimisti treatments of the Traker Condition [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17℄and of inverse power potentials (Setion IV) [18, 19℄, by onsidering (1) poor trakers, (2)post-traker behavior in the present quintessene-dominated era, (3) the range of initialonditions leading to traking, and (4) the numerial problems enountered in osmologialdynamis, partiularly in the freezing and traking epohs. Setions IV and V onlude thatthe nearly stati upper bound (8) requires that any quintessene must be either �nely-tuned(rawling quintessene) or have large urrent urvature (ross-over quintessene [10℄) .II. DARK ENERGY AS A SCALAR FIELDA. Quintessene Dynamis: Potentials Not Yet Truly Slow-RollingGiven that the GR universe is at, presently dominated by smooth energy, and reentlyaelerated, is this smooth energy onstant (a osmologial onstant) or dynami? Whilethere is ertainly no evidene for evolving smooth energy, attrative reasons for onsideringit to be dynami are: (1) Theoretially, it an explain why the smooth energy density is nowsmall but non-vanishing (\Why small?), and an suggest reasons why the universe only re-ently beame smooth energy dominated and expanding (\Why now?"); (2) Observationally,it may suggest the physial mehanism driving present osmologial evolution.The smooth energy may be due to tangled topologial defets, Chaplygin gases, trans-Plank or renormalization e�ets in ordinary urved spae-time, or due to salar �elds withgeneri [18, 19℄ attrator properties, that make the present smooth energy density insensitiveto a more-or-less broad range of unknown initial onditions.The simplest dynamial realization for the smooth energy is by a spatially homogeneouslight lassial salar �eld, minimally oupled to gravity, with zero true osmologial onstantand kineti energy. Canonial quintessene assumes an e�etive Lagrangian linear in the5



salar �eld kineti energy K = _�2=2, rolling down its self-potential V (�) to zero. (At theend of this setion, we briey omment on k-essene, whih assumes an e�etive Lagrangianthat is non-linear in the kineti energy.)In anonial quintessene, the salar �eld equation of motion��+ 3H _� + dV=d� = 0; (10)has the �rst integral �Q = _�2=2 + V (�); (11)where V (N) = �Q + d�Q=6dN = �Q(1� wQ)=2; P=2 = _�2=2 � V (�): (12)The barotropi indexQ(N) � �d ln �Q=3dN = ((�+ P=2)=�)Q � 1 + wQ (13)lies between 0 and 2, so that theWeak Energy Condition, �+P=2 > 0; w > �1, requires thatthe density � and the Hubble expansion derease monotonially. Beause the salar �eld doesnot luster on superluster sales, its mass must be . 10�31 eV . Suh an inredibly smallmass is hard to protet against matter-oupling and SUSY-breaking interations, unless thegeneral relativity theory is expanded to a salar-tensor theory of gravitation.From the energy integral (11), the quintessene kineti energy fration of the total energydensity x2 � _�2=2� = Q
Q=2 = ({d�=dN)2=6. The ratio of kineti/potential energyK=V = (1 + wQ)=(1 � wQ) has the rate of hange d ln(K=V )=dN = 6(� � 1), where�(N) � �d ln V=3QdN . Thus, the roll,� � �d lnV={d� =q3Q=
Q ��; (14)and dwQ=dN = 3(1 �w2Q)(�� 1); {d�=dN =p3Q
Q (15)is a two-element non-autonomous system for the dependent variables �; wQ. Integrating theseond equation (15) impliitly relates � and V (�), so that, if the equation of state wQ(z)an be observed, the potential an be reonstruted. The overall equation of state isw =  � 1 = wB
B + wQ
Q; (16)6



where the dimensionless ratios, 
Q; 
B � �B=(� + �Q), are the energy density frations inquintessene and in the radiation/matter bakground, and Q; B � �d ln �B=3dN are theirorresponding barotropi indies.De�ning the potential energy fration y2 � VQ=�, equations (15) have di�erent salingsolutions whenever wQ or K=V � (x=y)2 = Q=(2 � Q) � onst: kination, when wQ �1; x >> y; freezing, when wQ � �1; x << y; traking, when � � 1; y / x. The salegrows as a � t2=3B; t2=3Q, in the radiation/matter bakground and in the quintessene erasrespetively.Besides the roll �, the potential is haraterized by the urvature� � V 00=V = �2 � �0 = �2�; (17)where � � V V 00=V 02 � �=�2 � (1 + 1=�); 1=� � �� 1 = (1=�)0; 0 � d={d�: (18)When the roll is at (� � �2=2 � 1), the kineti energy _�2=2 is negligible in the quintesseneenergy (12). When � � 1, �� is negligible in the equation of motion (10). In ordinaryination, both these onditions hold (slow roll approximation): the expansion is dominatedby the osmologial drag, and the �eld is nearly frozen.In quintessene, on the other hand, the aeleration began only reently, when {�0 � 1,so that the roll �0 and urvature �0 are stillO(1), and their di�erene ���2 = (lnV )00 = ��0may be large or small, and their ratio 1 < � = �=�2 may be large. This invalidates the slowroll approximation for quintessene, so that the dynamial equations need to be integratednumerially. We ultimately handled the kination/freezing and freezing/traking transitionsand numerial stability and round-o� problems in the protrated frozen era, by impliitAdams bakward di�erentiation proedures (Maple lsode[adamsfun℄ and lsode[bakfull℄),with small adaptive step-size.Unless it undergoes a symmetry-breaking phase transition, the quintessene potentialrolls monotonially towards a minimum at � = 1 or at some �nite �min. A potentialminimum realizes a large potential urvature. Either way, the potentials we onsider arealways onvex. (Presumably, there is no true osmologial onstant so that the potentialenergy and the Hubble expansion vanish asymptotially, avoiding the possibly worrisomefuture de Sitter event horizon, with attendant future ausal isolation.)7



TABLE I: Potentials desribed by roll � = �d lnV={d� and urvature � = d2V=V d({�)2.V (�) �(�) �(�) = �2� �� 1 = 1=�(�) NAMEexp��{� � = p3B=
Q �2 = onst > 3B 0 exponential1= sinh�(~�{�) (�~�) oth(~�{�) (�~�)2[(1 + �) oth(~�{�)� 1℄ 1=�osh2(~�{�) wQ = �2=(2 + �)��� �={� �(�+ 1)=({�)2 1=� inverse poweronst 0 0 1 osmologial onst��� � exp 12 ({�)2 �={�� {� [�(�+ 1) + (1� 2�)({�)2+ ({�)4℄=({�)2 (�+ ({�)2)=(�� ({�)2)2 SUGRABoth the roll and the urvature, � and � are listed in Table I, for �ve di�erent potentials.The third row gives the onstant �=�2 or � = onst � � potential. The �rst and fourthrows give its � = 0; 1 limits, the osmologial onstant and exponential potentials. On theseond row, where ~� � pQ=�, the unrealisti onstant wQ model interpolates between theinverse power potential, when ~�{�� 1, and the exponential when ~�{� � 1. The bottomrow is the more realisti inaton broken-SUSY SUGRA potential, in whih, when � &MP ,�(�) dereases and the urvature �(�) inreases signi�antlyB. Phaseportrait in Terms of Quintessene Kineti, Potential Energy CanonialVariablesIn plae of the phase variables �; wQ � (P=�)Q; we may use x; y , for whih the equationsof motion are [14, 15, 16, 17℄dx=dN = �3x+ �p3=2y2 + 3x=2 (19)dy=dN = ��p3=2xy + 3y=2 (20)d�=dN = �p6�2x=� or d(1=�)=dN = p6x=�: (21)The overall equation of state of our two-omponent mixture of radiation/matter bakgroundand quintessene,  = Q
Q + B
B = 2x2+ B(1� x2 � y2); is a time-dependent funtionof the salar �eld �(N). Thus,x2 + y2 = 
Q; 2x2 = 
QQ; y2=x2 = (1� wQ)=(1 + wQ); d ln(x2=y2)=dN = 6(� � 1):(22)The three-element system (19-21)) is autonomous, exept for the slow hange in B(N)from 4/3 to 1, while gradually going from the radiation-dominated to the matter-dominateduniverse, around red-shift zeq = 3454 . 8



The magnitude of V needs to be �ne-tuned to the present value V0 = �r0y20 = �Q0(1 �wQ0)=2. For example, inverse power potentials, require the energy salesM� = (V0��0 )1=(4+�),listed in the third olumn of Table 2. For shallow potentials (� < 0:2), this energy saleis lose to observed neutrino masses and to the present radiation temperature, possiblysuggesting some role for the neutrino mass mehanism or for the matter/radiation transition,in bringing about quintessene dominane. For steep potentials (� > 1), this mass sale anbe onsiderably larger, suggesting the larger sales we enounter in partile physis.While the evolution of a homogeneous salar �eld depends only on its equation of statewQ = (P=�2)Q, the growth of its utuations depends also on the quintessene soundspeed 2s = (dP=d _�)=(d�Q=d _�). With the linear form for the kineti energy K = _�2=2 thatanonial quintessene assumes, 2s = 2 and �1 � wQ � 1; dwQ=dz > 0. Non-anonialsalar �elds, suh as k-essene [20, 21℄, permit wQ < �1; dwQ(z)=dz < 0 and give di�erentsound speed and struture evolution.E�etive ations with suh non-linear kineti energy appear in some string and super-gravity theories. Despite this possible di�erene in sign of dwQ=dz, unless 2s � 0 sine thesurfae of last sattering, k-essene is hardly distinguishable from quintessene [22℄. Al-though traking trajetories in the radiation-dominated era, are quikly attrated towardswQ � �1 in the matter-dominated era, k-essene, like quintessene, requires �ne-tuning. Themost atastrophi onsequene of violating the Weak Energy Condition is that the salar�eld energy an grow with time, ultimately (after about 35 Gyr of salar �eld dominane[23℄) ripping apart bound systems, suh as galaxies, planets and atoms.III. ATTRACTORS IN TRACKING AND IN QUINTESSENCE ERASWe will onsider only anonial quintessene evolution with the Friedmann expansionrate (2).The salar �eld equations of motion enjoy a �xed attrator solution � = onst (ex-ponential potential), when � =1, and two di�erent stable instantaneous attrator solutions[12, 13, 16, 19℄, when � is slowly varying in equation (21), beause��0 = ���2 � 1; � � �2.Depending on the roll or t � �2=3, these are: The Slow-Roll (\Future") Attratorx2(�) = t=2; y2 (�) = 1� t=2; 
Q = 1; t < 2: (23)9



TABLE II: Traker and present (
Q0 = 0:71) attrator solutions for inverse power and SUGRApotentials.� wQtr M {�0 �0 �0 x20 y20 wQ0 wQ1 
Qimax0 -1 2.5 meV - 0 (stati) 0 0 .71 -1 0 8e-450.1 -0.937..-0.952 12.1 meV 0.285 0.351 1.36 .011 .698 -0.97 0.04 3e-360.5 -0.733..-0.80 4.8 eV 0.725 0.689 1.42 .049 .661 -0.86 0.08 8e-101 -0.555..-0.667 2.2 keV 1.123 0.890 1.58 .080 .630 -0.78 0.30 3e-26 0..-0.25 5.3 PeV 4.029 1.489(fast) 2.59 .201 .509 -0.41 0.40 3e-11 -0.555..-0.667 2.1 keV 0.870 0.280 2.40 .024 .685 -0.82 0.72 3e-26 0..-0.25 3.0 PeV 2.254 0.408 2.35 .048 .663 -0.87 0.58 3e-1The Fast-Roll (\Past") Attratorx2(�) = 2Q=2t; y2 (�) = Q(2� Q)=2t; 
Q = Q=t; t > Q; (24)where the equation of state [17℄ isQatt(�) = 12[((1 + 2=�)t+ B)�p((1 + 2=�)t� B)2 + 8Bt=�℄ = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: 0; � = 0t; t� 1B�=(� + 2); t� 1B; � =1:Traking quintessene [12, 18, 19℄ exploits the Fast-Roll Attrator to explain the verysmall present smooth energy density dynamially (\Why small?"). Instead of a �nely tunedosmologial onstant, quintessene requires a potential strength �ne-tuned to the presenttime (\Why now?"). We reserve the term traker for these Fast-Roll Attrators in theradiation/matter bakground-dominated era, for whih � and Qatt = 2B=(2+�) are nearlyonstant. The Traker Condition an then be written as� = �=�tr =qQ=Qtr � 1; jd ln�=dN j � 1; (25)where �tr � p3Qatt=
Q. The quintessene fration sales as 
Qatt � a6B=(�+2) � tP ,where P � 4=(2 + �). In good trakers (� � 1; Qatt � B), 
Q and �att vary slowly.Indeed, very steep (� � 1) potentials approximate exponential potentials and trak for avery long time, with slowly dereasing � and inreasing 
Q. They show early quintessene10
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Q > 0:1, the inverse power trajetories (solid), start late to urve slowlytowards the y-axis (wQ = �1); both SUGRA trajetories (dotted), start early to urve rapidlytowards the y-axis. The onstant wQ trajetories are shown dashed. The trapezoidal region on theupper left is the observationally allowed present phase spae.11



beause, from. 0:05 at nuleosynthesis, 
Q(z) slowly inreases and is already non-negligibleat reombination and struture formation. In poor trakers (� < 1; Qtr < 2B=3), the rollis slow, �Qtr is slowly dereasing (\rawling"), and 
Q � t2; �tr � t�1 are hanging withtime.At present, the roll is no longer fast and Q(�) is dereasing, urving the attrator traje-tories towards the y-axis. We therefore need to study the quintessene-dominat post-trakingera when ��1 = d ln(K=V )=6dN < 0; wQ !�1. Figure I shows the instantaneous attra-tor phaseportraits, while traking and while quintessene-dominated, for two inverse power(solid) and two SUGRA (dotted) potentials, all �tted to reah 
Q0 = 0:71, at the presenttime. The onstant wQ = �0:67;�0:25 trajetories are shown dashed. For eah form ofpotential, the shallow potential � = 1 attrator trajetories appear on the left, the steep po-tential � = 6 attrator trajetories on the right. The osmologial onstant trajetory � = 0is the y-axis. The exponential potential has �xed 
Q; its �xed point, x = p
Q0=2 = y,would fall on the irle 
Q0 = 0:71, just o� the right of the �gure.Along these trajetories, evolution is measured by the quintessene fration 
Q = x2+y2,whih is zero in the distant past (lower left orner), unity in the far future (top of phasepor-trait), and has been �tted to 
Q0 = 0:71 at the present time. In the bakground-dominatedera, all phase trajetories trak with nearly onstant slope (y=x)tr = pV=K graduallyinreasing from p1=2 + 3=� in the radiation-dominated era to p1 + 4=� in the matter-dominated era, and equation of state wQtr = �2=(� + 2). Later, as quintessene grows,the three potential forms urve di�erently towards the y-axis: the onstant wQ potentialshave been hosen to make their trajetories hold their traker values; the SUGRA potentialphase trajetories urve strongly towards the y-axis. The presently-observed trapezoidalregion in phase spae nearly exludes both inverse power potential, but omfortably allowsthe SUGRA potential for a range in parameter �.The bottom half of Table II summarizes, on rows �ve and six, seven and eight, thepresent properties of the � = 6; 1 inverse-power and SUGRA phase trajetories respetively.(The top half of Table I also inludes, on row 2, the osmologial onstant phase trajetory,whih is the y-axis in Figure 1. Rows 3-4, summarize the nearly stati � = 0:5; 0:1 phasetrajetories, whih are not plotted in Figure 1.) For eah �, the seond olumn tabulatesthe range in traker equation of state wQtr, running from the early radiation-dominated era,to the late matter-dominated era. To the right of the double line, olumns 3-6, give the12
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FIG. 2: Evolution of quintessene energy density, log �Q(GeV 4), on vertial axes, for four inversepower potentials � = 6; 1; 0:5; 0:1, from red-shift z = 1012, to the present value �Q0 = 0:71�r0.In all �gures, the entral, trajetory is the attrator, starting with traker slope d ln�Q=dN =�6B=(2 + �). The lower urve is the maximal undershoot trajetory, whih freezes immediatelyand then rawls slowly to join the attrator now. The upper urve is the maximal overshoottrajetory, whih kinates with slope -6, before freezing late and now reahing the attrator. Poortrakers freeze early, out of a narrow range in log �Qi.potential energy sale M� needed to reah the present 
Q0 = 0:71, and the present values ofthe quintessene �eld, roll, and urvature. Columns seven and eight give the quintessenekineti and potential energy frations omposing the total quintessene energy fration 
Q0.Column nine shows that only the high-urvature SUGRA potentials give wQ0 < 0:78, asobservationally required. If, in plae of a osmologial onstant, quintessene potentialslike these exist, then the present red-shift variation wQ1 � ((1 + z)dwQ(z)=dz)0 in olumnten may ultimately be observable. The last olumn gives the upper bound to the basin ofattration, to be disussed in the next setion.13



IV. GOOD TRACKERS MUST NOW ROLL-OVER TO SLOW ROLLA. Basin of Attration for Trajetories Flowing onto the TrakerTo obtain the presently small smooth energy without �ne-tuning initial onditions, phasetrajetories must ow onto the attrator before now and for a broad range of initial ondi-tions, the basin of attration. A good traker starts from a broad basin of attration andan still freeze relatively late, before traking with appreiable kineti energy K . V . Apoor traker starts from a narrow basin of attration and freezes early and for a long time,before traking with small kineti energy K � V .Traking is always preeeded by freezing, whih begins when the urvature drops, whilethe roll is still appreiable. From any undershoot initial onditions �Q0 < �Qi < �Qtr, freezingstarts diretly. (Indeed, if the initial density �Qi is small enough , the �eld rawls down toits present value �Q0, without ever traking.) But, starting from overshoot initial onditions
Qi > 
Qtr, freezing starts muh later, at a value �fr &MPp6
Qi, only after a long kinatedera (x� y), during whih _�2 � 2�Q lets the �eld grow rapidly while 
Q dereases. Abovesome 
Qimax, too muh overshoot would make the phase trajetories freeze so late as to reahthe attrator only in the future. We will now extend earlier treatments [12, 13℄ of trakersto solutions that reah the attrator only now, in the present, quintessene-dominated era.B. Inverse Power Potentials Do Not Show Enough Present CurvatureFor the simple inverse power law potentialsV (�) = M4+�� =��; (26)�(�) = onstant � �, so that the equation of motion (10) has exatly saling solutionsin both the radiation- and the matter-dominated eras. These muh-studied potentials areinteresting, beause they approximate any potential, while traking. They arise naturally insupersymmetri ondensate models for QCD or instanton SUSY-breaking [24, 25, 26℄, butaquire appreiable quantum orretions when � & MP . For these potentials, � � V 1=� �(yH)2=�, the third equation (19) integrates to � = �0(yH=y0H0)2=� in terms of present valuesof y; H; �.The seond olumn in Table II gives the range in traker values wQtr, from (��6)=3(�+2),14



during the radiation-dominated era, to �2=(� + 2), during the matter-dominated era. Thethird olumn tabulates the quintessene energy salesM� needed, in order to �t 
Q0 = 0:71.After traking, these trajetories urve towards the x = 0 (asymptoti de Sitter) axis.Between the two vertial double bars, olumns four through nine, summarize the present(post-traker) values for trajetories that have traked before now. The steep � = 6 traje-tory would by now trak down only to wQ0 = �0:41, whih is exluded observationally bythe onstraint (8), whih requires � . 1 [12℄. Inverse power trakers that are now approxi-mately slow-rolling (�0 < 1) ould only have been reahed from a narrow traking basin ofattration. Indeed, in the stati limit (osmologial onstant), the present smooth energymust arise out of the unique initial ondition �Qi = �Q0.Integrating equations (17,18), the last olumn tabulates, for eah �, the maximum initialquintessene fration that would trak and �nally reah the presently-allowed value 
Q0 =0:71. Likewise, the top urves in eah of Figures 2 show, on a logarithmi sale, the maximuminitial quintessene energy density that would �nally reah �B0 = 28:8meV 4. For large �, thequintessene potential would now still be fast-rolling [8℄. As � dereases, wQ0 dereases, butthe basin of attration shrinks. For � < 0:5, the range in initial values 
Qi that trak beforenow is already almost 10 orders of magnitude narrower than the initial range of the good� = 6 trakers �rst onsidered [12℄. For a osmologial onstant (� = 0), the present vauumenergy is realized only if it is initially tuned uniquely to its present value �Q0 = 28:8 meV 4.Beause the observed fwQ is already lose to the osmologial onstant value�1, an inversepower potential requires � < 1, so that the potential energy always dominated the kinetienergy (x << y). These nearly at trajetories never trak, but "rawl" [27℄ towards theirpresent values, only beause they were initially tuned lose to these values.C. SUGRA Potentials Now Curve Over Towards Slow RollA good traker with large basin of attration must, while traking, have small potentialurvature. But, if it is to slow roll down to fwQ < �0:78, after traking, it must developa large potential urvature � (�(�) must derease, P (�) inrease), so that 
Q � tP growsrapidly at late times [12℄. Suh ross-over quintessene [9℄ is haraterized by wQ(z) reduingin the reent past (z < 0:5).The roll-over behavior needed is illustrated in the popular potentials listed in Table III.15



TABLE III: Quintessene potentials whih trak early, but slow-roll now.Potential V (�) Theoretial Origin ReferenesM4[os(�=f) + 1℄ String, M-theory pseudo Nambu-Goldstone light axion [11, 33, 36, 37℄M4+���� � exp 12 ({�)�=2 SUGRA, minimum at ({�)� = 2�=� [24, 25, 26℄M4P [A + ({� � {�m)�℄ exp(��{�) Exponential modi�ed by prefator, to give loal minimum; M-theory [38, 39℄(A longer list of potentials is given in referenes [28, 29, 30, 31, 32℄.) For example, theSUGRA models on the bottom row of Table 1 have minima at {� = p�, beyond whihthe urvature � inreases, allowing � to derease preipitously from � in the traking era,to O � (�� 1)2=(�+ 1) at present. After traking in the bakground-dominated era, theseSUGRA phase trajetories, summarized on the bottom two rows of Table II and dotted inFigure 1, urve over towards lower wQ0 values, in marginal agreement with observations, fora large range in � values.V. CONCLUSION: CANONICAL QUINTESSENCE REQUIRES TWO COSMICCOINCIDENCESWe have not onsidered modi�ed gravity, quantum orretions to lassial general rel-ativity, topologial defets, non-anonial salar �elds, a true osmologial onstant, normatter-oupled quintessene. But, within anonial quintessene, the observations allowphase trajetories that are insensitive to initial onditions, only if the potential's urvatureinreases rapidly, just before the present epoh.DiÆult ombined supernova, CBR and osmi shear observations in the next deadesmay yet tell whether the smooth energy is stati or dynami and, if dynami, whether it isquintessene, k-essene or even not driven by a salar �eld. Otherwise, a dynami smoothenergy appears hardly distinguishable, theoretially and phenomenologially, from the smallosmologial onstant it was designed to explain.The original osmologial oinidene problem was to understand why the smooth energydensity is now so small, after allowing large sale struture formation, neessary prerequisitesof life and onsiousness. This oinidene problem is now ompounded by the requirementsthat the quintessene potential energy now be small and its urvature now be fast-inreasing.In two ways, reent osmologial observations distinguish the speial time in whih we live,in support of weak anthropi reasoning in osmology.16
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